2019 TERRITORY CUP
REPORT

FOOTBALL SUMMARY
The Tennant Creek High School Barkly Blazers travelled to Darwin for this year’s Territory Cup taking 15 young men that
competed strongly against every team they came up against in their five round robin games against Academies representing
schools from right around the Northern Territory.
The team featured four Year 12’s (Nathaniel Dickson, Kalheel Galaminda, Zac Limerick, Albert Waqaicelua), five Year 11’s
(Bradley Dick, Nathan Dickson, Lachlan Dunemann, Anthony Raymond, Aqainis Ross), two Year 10’s (Andrew Green, Troy
Ladd), two Year 9’s (Jayquin Furber, Jojo Johnson), and two Year 8’s (Nathrall Dickson, Sullim Sallik).
As well as the inclusion of the four Middle School youngsters making the team one of, if not the youngest in the carnival,
there was also considerable inexperience among the older players with Zac Limerick the only one among the four Year 12’s
that plays regular competition football.
Despite those disadvantages the team exceeded their goal of doing better than last year’s winless effort immediately, with a
comprehensive win over Katherine in their opening game of the carnival.
Following the opening game success the side continued to play competitive football every time they took to the field with a
draw against eventual grand finalists Yirara in round 3 surrounded by three narrow losses, with their biggest losing margin
being 15 points.
The Year 11 contingent was one of the major strengths of the team with four of the five players in that age bracket (Bradley,
Nathan, Lachlan and Anthony) having previously represented the NT and/or been earmarked by the Collingwood Next
Generation program that develops talented youngsters in the Barkly region.
If not for the loss of Lachlan Dunemann due to a head knock that required a visit to hospital for stitches, early in the round 3
draw against Yirara, the young, inexperienced and slightly undermanned outfit might very well have gone close to securing a
spot in the grand final.
Up until that point Lachlan had been one of the team’s best players, but his absence appeared to inspire a lift from all of his
team mates regardless of their age or inexperience.
The non-regular Year 12 footballers surprised by producing efforts that suggested they should perhaps take the game more
seriously, with Albert using his natural athleticism and rugby background to impose himself in physical contests, Nathaniel
providing excellent rebound and poise from defence, and Kalheel using his pace to emerge as a genuine threat around goals.
Year 12 Zac and all of the Year 11’s played some brilliant football during the carnival with Anthony (Most Valuable Player)
and Nathan (Clontarf Spirit Award) earning deserved recognition for their efforts.
The leadership provided by the older players along with classy Year 10 Andrew Green, was instrumental in the younger
players growing in confidence and making great contributions to the team despite the physical disadvantages they faced
against older and bigger opponents.
Also deserving special mention was the maturity shown by all when they responded to the coaching of Lachlan Dunemann,
who was handed the role for the final game after his return from hospital, leading the team to a narrow 10 point loss against
eventual grand final winners Casuarina.
Of even more importance than the number of wins or losses was the outstanding sportsmanship and on field behavior of
the team across the board, which was outstanding and something Tennant Creek High School can be genuinely proud of.

SCOREBOARDS
GAME 1
TENNANT
KATHERINE

3-2
0-1

8-4 (52)
0-3 (3)

GOALS: Zac Limerick 2 Lachlan Dunemann, Andrew Green, Nathrall Dickson, Anthony Raymond, Kalheel Galaminda,
Bradley Dick 1ea.
BEST: Lachlan Dunemann, Nathan Dickson, Anthony Raymond, Andrew Green, Zac Limerick, Nathrall Dickson, Albert
Waqaicelua.

GAME 2
PALMERSTON
TENNANT

1-2
0-0

2-3 (15)
1-1 (7)

GOALS: Kalheel Galaminda 1.
BEST: Bradley Dick, Lachlan Dunemann, Nathaniel Dickson, Nathan Dickson, Anthony Raymond, Aqainis Ross, Kalheel
Galaminda.

GAME 3
TENNANT
YIRARA

1-1
1-0

3-1 (19)
3-1 (19)

GOALS: Nathan Dickson, Albert Waqaicelua, Andrew Green 1ea.
BEST: Anthony Raymond, Nathan Dickson, Bradley Dick, Andrew Green, Zac Limerick, Jojo Johnson, Albert Waqaicelua,
Troy Ladd.

GAME 4
CENTRALIAN
TENNANT

2-2
0-0

4-4 (28)
2-1 (13)

GOALS: Nathan Dickson, Jojo Johnson 1ea.
BEST: Anthony Raymond, Zac Limerick, Nathan Dickson, Nathaniel Dickson, Jayquin Furber, Sullim Sallik, Nathrall Dickson.

GAME 5
CASUARINA
TENNANT

0-3
0-1

1-5 (11)
0-1 (1)

BEST: Anthony Raymond, Zac Limerick, Nathan Dickson, Andrew Green, Nathrall Dickson, Bradley Dick, Kalheel Galaminda.

PHOTO GALLERY

OFF-FIELD ACTIVITIES
MATARANKA THERMAL POOL
Our overnight stay on the journey north was a caravan park camp out at Mataranka that included an afternoon visit and
swim at the Mataranka Thermal Pool. Less than half of the lads had previously swam in this iconic Territory tourism
destination, and all thoroughly enjoyed their relaxing dip in the crystal clear waters.

MOCK JOB INTERVIEWS
On the first evening in Darwin all Academies gathered at Sanderson High School where the lads participated in mock job interviews conducted by over 40 professionals from a variety of vocations, gaining valuable experience that will stand them in
good stead for their future endeavours to find employment once they leave school. A special bonus at the event for some of
those from our group was a chat with former Hawthorn captain and Brownlow Medallist Shane Crawford, who had keenly
observed our round 1 win over Katherine and was duly impressed by the skills and talent some of the lads had displayed. His
interest was highlighted by his memory of what jumper numbers several of the players wore.

DINNER AT THE WHARF
After the mock interviews it was off to the Darwin Wharf for a fish and chip dinner. Our arrival was greeted by a tropical
downpour that did little to dampen the enthusiasm associated with eating at one of Darwin’s most popular dining destinations. While the rain came in from the harbour side of the dining area, the fellas were still able to enjoy a fine feed on the
“duck pond” side of the venue in perfectly dry conditions.

A NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
After the second day of football, the fellas were given an opportunity to enjoy a shopping experience not available in Tennant Creek when they visited Casuarina Shopping Centre. Their staff supervised access to the hundreds of retailers at the
centre was followed by dinner at Hog’s Breath Café before an evening at the cinema watching the newly released family
movie “Shazam”. The film provided plenty of laughs and plenty of action for the lads’ enjoyment.

TEN PIN BOWLING
The first activity on the last day in Darwin was ten pin bowling. Recently arrived TCHS student Jayquin Furber had already
endeared himself to his new mates with his footy exploits and infectious personality earlier in the trip, and his ten bowling
celebrations firmly entrenched his status as one of the lads. He had plenty to celebrate too with his top scoring 128 featuring several strikes. Zac Limerick was next best with 116, while Bradley Dick also topped the ton with a 105 score. Stan (107)
and Con (102) provided some semblance of competiveness respectability on behalf of the staff.

LASER TAG
Laser tag was also available at the ten pin bowling venue and once the bowling was done the fellas donned their jackets and
armed their weapons for some vigorous fun navigating their way around the dimly lit arena as they did their best to shoot
each other and avoid being shot themselves. An initial all-in individual session was followed by a longer three team version
that provided plenty of laughs for everyone. The end of session scoreboards provided plenty of interest and highlighted Andrew Green as the number one marksman and bullet dodger in the group.

BARRAMUNDI FISHING
The final activity of the trip was an afternoon drive out to Berry Springs to visit Barramundi Adventures. Everyone grabbed a
fishing rod and had a go at trying to catch a fish by lure before the guides provided a failsafe opportunity for everyone to
experience hooking and reeling in a legendary Territory “barra”. The fish hooked lived up to expectations, jumping out of
the water and making those on the rod work their biceps to the max in an effort to land them. Jojo Johnson pulled in the
catch of the day with his 80cm fish the biggest one caught.

